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THE CRAFT-BEER MODEL

I

t’s a notion that architect Mark
Ramirez equates to the craft-beer
craze locally and across the U.S.
Developers need to distinguish their
buildings to attract enough tenants to
fill their projects. And tenants, particularly of the younger, tech variety,
don’t want to set up shop in a glass
box — or any office, for that matter,
that looks indistinguishable from the
one next door, across the street or
down the block.
“There starts to be a preference
for the local versus the national, and
I think the glass box is something
you’d see in New York or Chicago or
somewhere else. And people start to
wonder about what does it mean to
be in D.C.,” said Ramirez, director
of commercial office for Hickok Cole
Architects. “We are near the end of
this cycle, or at least it’s peaked, and
there’s a different articulation that
people want.”
It’s not that developers or tenants
are shunning glass facades in total,
Ramirez said, but rather that glass
shouldn’t be the only defining characteristic of a building. Nor, fellow
Hickok Cole architect Elba Moralez
said, should it look like it was just
plopped down on a site without consideration for its surroundings.
Consider Akridge’s newest trophy
building at 1200 17th St. NW. The ZGF
Architects-designed trophy building
offers plenty of daylight, from the
27-foot-tall lobby to its partial-glass
facade to its landscaped rooftop, but
the building’s facade is accented in
part with orange terra-cotta intended to help it blend in with neighboring buildings like St. Matthew’s
Cathedral.
“It’s important to consider the
image of a building in relationship to
its site,” Moralez said. “A lot of these
facades have a lack of details. The
buildings don’t necessarily meet the
ground in a way that emphasizes the
pedestrian.”
Ultimately, what defines the success of a new building is how it’s
received by the market, and Ramirez
said in many ways tenants have
become much more demanding in
how a building looks and feels. Part
of it is how you program a building
with spaces for bicycles, common
areas and other amenities.
“Brokers and developers are
exceedingly good at the hardware
component, but what’s increasingly important to tenants and users is
the software,” he said. “There’s no
question that the tenants are driving
quite a bit. But it’s not only the tenants
but also the marketplace and their
wanting to attract or retain the best
employees, so that’s a huge driver and
how their workers will respond to it.”

Q ELBA
MORALEZ,

architect,
Hickok Cole
Architects

“We are near the end of this cycle, or at
least it’s peaked, and there’s a different
articulation that people want.”
Q MARK RAMIREZ, director of commercial office
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The exterior of Akridge’s 1200 17th St. NW mixes glass and terra-cotta to help it blend with its surroundings — a key
ingredient for successful design. At bottom right, the glass allows for plenty of natural light on the rooftop deck.
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AN END TO GLASS BY DEFAULT

‘G

lass curtainwall is not coming to end,”
said Sven Shockey, design director of
SmithGroupJJR.
“Access to daylight and views is a primary driver
of architecture but must be balanced with energy
use, human comfort and context,” he said. “What
I hope is coming to an end is the default — unconsidered use of glass instead of a more researched,
insightful approach that may suggest the use of
other materials and a more careful and energyconscious design of glass systems.”
Buildings need not be all glass to create a feeling
of being light and airy, and Shockey said SmithGroupJJR is experimenting with a new approach
combining energy and daylight modeling with a
closer analysis of a building’s interior to determine
where glass works best versus other materials.
It used that technology to help design the D.C.
Water and Sewer Authority’s planned headquarters near Nationals Park. The architect used glass
“strategically to emphasize daylighting and views”
and other materials like metal paneling where
more appropriate. The end result is a building
that’s just 40 percent curtain wall.
Shockey noted that even where glass is used, it’s
not just a one-size-fits-all approach. On the D.C.
Water headquarters, the design calls for different
sizes and layers, including adding a second, tinted
layer in places to cut down on heat gain and glare.
“In fact, there are six types of glass on the building, each with different properties to benefit energy performance and improve occupants’ experience,” he said. “In addition, the building shape
itself and south-facing overhangs passively shade
the building.”

“What I hope is
coming to an end
is the default,
unconsidered use
of glass instead of a more
researched, insightful approach.”
SVEN SHOcKEY, design director, SmithGroupJJR

COuRTeSy SmITHGROupJJR

SmithGroupJJR has designed D.C. Water headquarters in Capitol Riverfront so that it’s 40 percent glass
curtainwall, blended with other materials where it is more appropriate.

A VIEW THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS

W

COuRTeSy ReX ARCHITeCTuRe

Even all-glass facades can be treated differently. This one, at 2050 M St. NW by REX Architecture, uses
curved glass to give a new look to the building.

hile creating light-filled spaces for
workers is an important component
of the modern workspace, architect
Manoj Dalaya said it’s also important to avoid the
monotony that can set in from a “simple glass box
architecture.”
“Humans want diversity in the materials that
are used,” said Dalaya, principal at KGD Architecture. “Brick and stone buildings were not all
the same — textures, scale, mass and color created diversity. Similarly, one could argue that we
will continue using glass as a dominant material
for building exterior walls but will see even more
innovation in subtle use of color, texture and mixture of opaque materials in the creation of building facades.”
To escape that blandness, Dalaya said, many
architects are using techniques such as curves,
shading and even double skins with a mix of glass
and other materials, like metal. For an example
of that, see the Smithsonian Institution’s latest
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GLASS AS A CANVAS

Courtesy GeNsler

In the case of 2112 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, the building is squeezed between
two others, forcing designers to seek more daylight from the front facade.

W

hether a building features an all-glass facade
or not, architect Jeff Barber says the goal for every developer and architect should be to create
something that has its own sense of
identity and purpose.
“I do believe we’re moving to
another phase where every building in the city, whether it’s glass or
not, has to be able to express character, has to engage the user,” Barber said. “Even the term ‘glass box’ is
sort of pejorative in that it connotes
the image that it is not innovative,
it’s uninteresting, it’s mute. But glass
doesn’t have to be mute. It can be
expressive of culture, of sculpture,
of technology.”

Courtesy GeNsler

The facade for 99 M St. SE may be made up of mostly glass, but some metal
additions allow it to have more of a punched-window look instead.

“Glass doesn’t have to be mute. It can
be expressive of culture, of sculpture,
of technology.”
jEFF BARBER, southeast regional design leader, Gensler

Barber doesn’t think the trend
has reached the point of overbuilding yet, but he thinks D.C. architects
are right to be introspective about it
now. At the same time, developing in
urban environments like the District
often means mid-block construction, and it can be challenging to
maximize daylight when the buildings are blocked on either side. Such
was the case with 2112 Pennsylvania

offering, the National Museum of African American History and Culture, which
has been an effort to
create more of a visual appeal from the
“Humans want
outside.
Even with an alldiversity in the
glass facade, he said,
materials that
architects can create a more dynamic
are used.”
image with different
MANoj DALAyA,
types of glass such as
principal, KGD
one Tishman Speyer
Architecture
has proposed at 2050
M St. NW. Designed by REX Architecture PC, the
building’s facade will be made up of a series of
about 900 slightly curved glass panels to create a
kaleidoscopic effect from the outside while maximizing daylight to the interior.

Ave. NW, Skanska USA Commercial
Development’s 11-story office project being developed under a ground
lease with George Washington University. Gensler approached that
project with the idea that the building’s front facade could be designed
almost as a piece of artwork to both
maximize light and create a more
interesting view from the street.
“We wanted that building on

Pennsylvania Avenue to be an
attractor, but yet we wanted it to be
extremely clear and open. How can
you do that and create a face that’s
interesting, compelling, attractive?
It’s a long building, so we had the
opportunity to think about that
entire face as a canvas,” Barber said.
The facade will feature a glass curtainwall with fins to make its exterior appear to move or shift depending on the viewpoint.
On another project for Skanska, 99 M St. SE, Gensler was able to
offer floor-to-ceiling glass but with
a woven fabric of glass and metal that creates the exterior look of
a punched-window design rather
than an all-glass facade.

Courtesy rex ArChiteCture

Architects added hundreds of curved glass panels fronting 2050 M St. NW to help give it a sort of
kaleidoscope effect from the outside.
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FROM THE INSIDE OUT

COURTESY HICkOk COLE ARCHITECTS

Akridge’s redevelopment of a YMCA facility is now
sporting a facade that mixes glass and metal.

F

rom the early days of the glassfacade era, developer Matt Klein
was skeptical. Across its portfolio, Akridge has always taken the
approach of designing buildings to
meet the needs of the end users, law
firm Pillsbury in the case of 1200 17th
St. NW, and Klein said Akridge has
resisted the pull to design an all-glass
facade just for the sake of it.
“For us, we’ve never been enamored with the full-glass-box approach,”
Klein said. “The fact that buildings need
to feel light and airy is an important part

COURTESY NEOSCApE

Akridge incorporated a diagonal veil at 2100 L St. NW to help avoid an all-glass look.

of the design. That said, our challenge
from the design standpoint is to make
them feel light and airy from the inside
but also not look like a glass box.”
At 1701 Rhode Island Ave. NW,
Akridge’s redevelopment of the former
YMCA facility, Hickok Cole Architects
designed a facade that’s largely glass
but with copper-colored sculptural
metal and masonry frame meant to be
more in keeping with the surrounding
architecture, including 1200 17th St.
NW across the street.
Interestingly, at 2100 L St. NW, D.C.’s

historic preservation proponents wanted more glass for Akridge’s remake
of the Humane Society of the United
States’ former headquarters, designed
by Martinez and Johnson Architecture. The idea was to align with the U.S.
Green Building Council’s glass-facade
headquarters across the street at 2101
L St. NW, designed for Vornado Realty
Trust by WDG Architecture. To do that,
Akridge incorporated such design techniques as a diagonal veil to intersect the
project and avoid the appearance of a
single glass pane.

“We’ve never been
enamored with
the full-glass-box
approach”
MATT kLEIN, president,

Akridge

SOMETIMES, A GLASS BOX IS THE WAY TO GO

S

ometimes, architect Irena Savakova said,
it’s better a building blend in with its environment rather than stand apart. Such was
the case with Leo A Daly’s design of 660 N. Capitol St. NW for Republic Properties Corp. The
200,000-square-foot, all-glass-facade building is
surrounded by some impressive neoclassical architecture, including the Smithsonian’s National Postal Museum, the National Guard Memorial Museum
and the U.S. Government Publishing Office.
The aim there, she said, was to deliver office
space for nonprofits and other users seeking small
blocks of space near Capitol Hill without detracting from the environment. That was achieved with
a simple design without a lot of ornamentation.
“When we looked at the site, we said this is really about context and our building should really be
a foil for that context and play off that really rich
texture for those structures,” Savakova said. “What
really drove it is we said we don’t want to compete with this. We really want our building, at most
times of the day, to reflect a very well-crafted, well-

“We need to
understand how,
in using glass, we
can be sensitive
to the neighborhood around us.”
IRENA SAvAkOvA, D.C. design director, Leo A Daly

mannered program.”
In other cases, she said, there can be a benefit to
going with a bolder design as long as its surroundings call for it. That can be achieved not just by a
building’s facade but also its shape, the main point
being to give a building an identity.
“We really need to be understanding our past
and our current environment and be able to be
sensitive to the nuances of space and presence,”
she said. “We need to understand how, in using
glass, we can be sensitive to the neighborhood
around us.”

COURTESY LEO A DALY

Leo A Daly’s design of 660 N. Capitol St. NW had
to fit in with its neoclassical neighbors.

